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ESTABLISHING AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION AND ECHOIC STIMULUS CONTROL
WITH AN AUDITORY MATCHING PROCEDURE
Clare Christe, Ph.D.
Western Michigan University, 2020
A generalized auditory matching repertoire is considered an early milestone in the
development of verbal behavior (Greer & Keohane, 2006). Previous literature has demonstrated
that the auditory matching (AM) protocol can improve echoics in individuals with developmental
delays (Brown, 2005; Choi, Greer & Keohane, 2015; Du, Speckman, Medina, & Cole-Hatchard,
2017). However, some children experience difficulties with the match-to-sample (MTS) format
of the AM protocol, if they are unable to perform delayed MTS tasks.
One alternative to MTS is the go/no-go procedure (Serna, Dube, & McIlvane, 1997),
which requires the student to make a simple discrimination (i.e., same/different) between two
stimuli that are presented simultaneously. Applying this format to auditory matching would
eliminate the issue of the delay and allow for the almost-simultaneous presentation of two
sounds—if they are continuously alternated until a response is made.
The purpose of this study, therefore, was to explore the effectiveness of this method for
teaching auditory matching, and to evaluate whether mastery of this skill would improve six
preschool children’s echoic responses. We used a nonconcurrent multiple-probe design to assess
each participant’s performance on a list of echoics before, during, and after the intervention.
Phases of the intervention began with simple sound discriminations that became successively
more complex, until they involved word discriminations. Of the four students who achieved

generalized word matching, one demonstrated improved articulation and two acquired a
generalized echoic repertoire.
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INTRODUCTION
Imitation is one of the primary methods by which children learn from their environment;
it allows for greater independence, facilitates skill acquisition, and is considered a key stage in
the development of observational learning (Greer & Ross, 2008). Language also relies heavily on
a child’s ability to imitate vocal sounds, otherwise known as echoics. An echoic is a verbal
operant that has point-to-point correspondence with the antecedent that controls it and results in
generalized reinforcement, most often in the form of social praise (Skinner, 1957). The echoic is
key to language development because it allows children to practice vocalizing and is a building
block for other verbal operants (Du et al., 2017). However, while most children begin imitating
speech at a young age, children with autism often have a difficult time acquiring this skill; and
about 40% do not speak at all (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2019). Yet the
presence of communication deficits, regardless of severity, does not mean vocal verbal repertoires
cannot be achieved; a specialized teaching approach may be all that is required to help these
children make significant progress (Greer & Ross, 2008).
Verbal behavior analysis (VBA), which was founded on Skinner’s (1957) theoretical
analysis of verbal behavior, is a subfield of the basic and applied sciences of behavior that has
been particularly effective in improving communicative repertoires in children with autism
(Greer & Ross, 2008). While linguistic-based curricula focus on the form of language, VBA
concentrates on the function and relies heavily on environmental interventions to establish verbal
repertoires. Greer and Ross (2008) were among the first to develop a curriculum for teaching
verbal behavior based on Skinner’s theoretical analysis and over 20 years of research in VBA.
1
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This curriculum is comprised of nine different stages, or milestones, considered critical in the
development of verbal behavior. Each stage includes a list of prerequisite skills and verbal
capabilities that, if missing, prevents the learner from advancing to more complex stages. The
absence of any one of these skills could eventually lead to a plateau in learning that prevents
further language development (Greer & Ross, 2008).
Prior research in VBA has focused on inducing speaker behavior in children with language
delays. Several behavioral interventions have proved effective in this area, though a small portion
of students still fail to make meaningful progress (Lovaas, 1987). Greer and Ross (2008) propose
that an underdeveloped listener function could be responsible for this, as the listener stage
directly precedes that of the speaker stage and is considered crucial to the development of
echoics. Because listener behavior requires that the child be able to attend to vocal language,
following directions and imitating speech becomes almost impossible when this skill is missing.
Therefore, Greer and Ross (2008) recommend that students demonstrate proficiency in listener
responding (also referred to as listener literacy) before beginning speaker instruction.
A capacity for sameness is critical to the acquisition of listener behavior (Greer & Ross,
2008). Students with this capability can recognize when two or more stimuli are the same, which
is an important step towards learning simple discriminations. While most early intervention
programs focus primarily on visual matching, Greer and Ross (2008) argue that a capacity for
sameness should be taught across all five senses (e.g., sight, sound, touch, smell, and taste).
Although more research is needed to support this theory, a capacity for sameness across sounds,
also referred to as auditory matching, was first explored as a potential addition to the Assessment
of Basic Learning Abilities (ABLA). The ABLA was developed by Kerr, Meyerson, and Flora in
1977 (as cited in Salem et al., 2014) to assess the ease or difficulty with which a student can learn
2
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various discriminations (i.e., imitation, positional discriminations, simple visual discriminations,
conditional visual discriminations, simple auditory-visual discriminations, and conditional
auditory-visual discriminations) (Salem et al., 2014). Pure auditory discriminations, however,
were not included in the assessment. As a result, researchers have explored methods to assess
conditional auditory discriminations, such as auditory matching, to determine if it should be
included in the ABLA.
Harapiak, Martin, and Yu (1999) were among the first to evaluate an Auditory-Auditory
Identity Matching Prototype Task (AAIM PT), which tested one’s ability to match sounds (as
cited in Salem et al., 2014). This task involved a tester saying a word (e.g., “pen” or “block”),
and two assistants, placed on either side of the tester, repeating one of those two words; the
participant should then point to the assistant whose word matched that of the tester’s (as cited in
Salem et al., 2014). Research on the AAIM PT shows that it has high predictive validity across
similar auditory matching tasks and is more difficult than level six of the ABLA (i.e., conditional
auditory-visual discriminations (Salem et al., 2014). Additionally, Marion et al. (2003) assessed
the performance of a group of adults with developmental disabilities on the ABLA, the AAIM PT,
and a test of echoics, mands, and tacts; they found that those who passed the auditory matching
task scored the highest across all three verbal operant assessments, even above the group that had
mastered level six of the ABLA, but not the AAIM PT. Altogether, these findings suggest that
auditory matching plays a role in the development of early verbal operants, and may serve as a
bridging task to vocalizations (Marion et al., 2003).
Although early researchers reported evidence of a link between language acquisition and
auditory matching, none demonstrated that they were able to successfully teach the skill to
participants who had initially failed the AAIM PT (Salem, 2012). Sewell (2006) was the first to
3
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attempt to teach auditory matching to individuals with disabilities using this format, yet her lack
of success suggests that the AAIM PT may not be an effective teaching method. Salem (2012)
was only able to teach the AAIM tasks after the training format was altered so that the participants,
rather than the researchers, were actively involved in producing the sounds. As an alternative to
the AAIM PT, Greer and Ross (2008) developed their own Auditory Matching (AM) Protocol,
based off Brown (2005). In this protocol, three Big Mac buttons are placed in a triangular
formation on the table so that the top button ( i.e., the sample stimulus) is in front of the teacher
and the two bottom buttons (i.e., the comparison stimuli) are in front of the student; each button
plays a prerecorded sound or word when pressed. The teacher first plays the sample sound, then
the two comparison sounds (in a randomized order), before instructing the student to “match
same.” Similar to Salem et al.’s (2012, 2014) procedure, participants are then given the opportunity
to actively produce the sounds by pressing any of the three buttons before selecting the comparison
stimulus with the matching sound. Phases of the protocol begin with simple discriminations (e.g.,
sound vs. no sound) and become progressively more advanced (e.g., sound vs. white nose, sound
vs. sound, non-word vs. word, word vs. word) until the student demonstrates generalized
auditory matching.
The AM protocol has successfully induced echoics in nonvocal children and improved
pronunciation in students whose articulation is poor (Brown, 2005; Choi et al., 2015; Du et al.,
2017). It may also help children who have difficulties acquiring a capacity for sameness (Greer
& Ross, 2008) or the listener component of naming (Speckman-Collins et al., 2007). These
outcomes were a result of intense instruction in auditory matching, which may inadvertently
condition adult voices as reinforcers (Speckman-Collins et al., 2007). In support of this theory
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are the findings of Choi et al. (2015), in which all three participants demonstrated conditioned
reinforcement for listening to voices after mastering the protocol.
Mastery of the AM protocol can improve capabilities across multiple stages of verbal
behavior, including echoics, listener responding, and conditioned reinforcement for adult voices.
Although research on this topic is scarce, preliminary findings support the hypothesis that
auditory matching is a behavioral cusp linked to both listener and speaker behavior. Results also
suggest that the AM protocol is an effective method for teaching auditory matching, particularly
when compared to the AAIM PT. However, the match-to-sample (MTS) format of the protocol
does generate several inherent limitations, making it inappropriate for some learners. For example,
unlike visual MTS programs, the sample and comparison stimuli in the AM protocol cannot be
presented simultaneously at the beginning of each trial; instead, the instructor needs to present all
three sounds in successive order, so that the learner has an opportunity to hear each one before
selecting a match. This format mimics that of delayed MTS tasks, which involve an intentional
delay between the removal of the sample stimulus and presentation of the comparison stimuli;
unfortunately, the probability of a correct response decreases as a function of the delay between
the sample and comparison stimuli (Thurman, 2009). Similar issues are likely to be encountered
in the AM protocol. To avoid this issue in receptive identification programs (i.e., matching one
of two visual stimuli to an auditory sample stimulus), Green (2001) recommends repeating the
auditory sample stimulus every 2 seconds until the learner selects a comparison stimulus; doing
so ensures that the student has a chance to hear the discriminative stimulus throughout the
entire interval. Yet this is not a practical solution for auditory MTS programs, as the repetition
of the sounds would over-complicate the procedure.

5
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Match-to-sample programs have historically been the preferred method for teaching
same/different discriminations. Students who struggle with this format, however, may have more
success using the yes/no method, or go/no-go method for children who are nonverbal (Serna et al.,
1997). Unlike typical MTS programs, this method does not incorporate an array of comparison
stimuli to choose from. Instead, the student simply indicates whether two stimuli, presented
simultaneously, are the same (e.g., stating “yes”) or different (e.g., stating “no”); learners who
are nonvocal may make some arbitrary response when the stimuli are similar, but not make that
response when they are dissimilar (Serna et al., 1997). A procedure like the go/no-go method
could be used for auditory matching, if two sounds were continuously presented in an alternating
fashion throughout the trial. If those two sounds were the same, the participant would indicate a
match using some arbitrary response; and if the two sounds were different, the participant would
refrain from making that response. This format would address the issues in the AM protocol, as
the repeated presentations adheres to Green’s (2001) suggestion, while having one sound start
immediately as the other sound ends (i.e., within a fraction of a second) reduces the delay
between successive presentations.
The purpose of this study, therefore, was to explore whether auditory matching can be
taught using this alternating format of the go/no-go method; and, if so, whether it still results in
increased echoic responses in preschool children with language delays.

6

GENERAL METHODS
Participants
Five children were selected to participate in this study because they lacked an echoic
repertoire (i.e., could not echo more than a few sounds/words). One student, Caleb1, was also
included due to his articulation issues and problem behavior during echoic procedures. The study
was approved by the Human Subjects Institutional Review Board of Western Michigan University
(see Appendix A). Each student’s most recent performance on the Verbal Behavior Milestones
Assessment and Placement Program (VB-MAPP) (Sundberg, 2008) was reviewed prior to being
included in the study. Individual scores for each participant are reported in Table 1 for the
following sections of the VB-MAPP; Listener Responding (LR), Visual Perceptual/Matching to
Sample (VP/MTS), Imitation, and the Early Echoic Skills Assessment (EESA) developed by
Barbara Esch (see Table 1). A more extensive report on the history of each participant can be
found within their respective studies.
Setting
All six children were enrolled in an early childhood special education (ECSE) classroom,
which specialized in providing behavioral services to preschool-aged children with developmental
delays. Western Michigan University (WMU) undergraduate and graduate students provided up
to 15 hours a week of discrete-trial training (DTT) instruction to each of the children, depending
on their level of need.

1

Pseudonyms used to protect the privacy of the participants.
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Table 1
Participants’ Demographic Information
Name

Age

Gender

Diagnosis

EESA

LR

VP/MTS

Imitation

Matt

3 years

Male

ASD

0

0

4

0

Hector

3 years

Male

ASD

0

1

9

1.5

Trevor

4 years

Male

ASD

0

.5

4.5

0

Christopher

4 years

Male

ASD

1.5

2.5

9

8

Neil

3 years

Male

N/A

0

1

5

0

Caleb

3 years

Male

ASD

N/A*

5

5

3.5

Note.* Section terminated due to problem behavior.
Dependent Variable
We used a nonconcurrent multiple-probe design across participants to assess the effects of
the go/no-go auditory matching procedure on echoic responses. The dependent variable was each
student’s performance on three echoic probes: one at the start of the intervention, one midway
through the intervention, and one at the end of the intervention. Although Du et al. (2017) used
the 100 English Words list by Choi et al. (2015) to probe echoic responses, we felt that the EESA
would be more appropriate for our participants’ skill level.
For the purposes of this study, words or phrases that the students echoed accurately were
considered correct, while responses that were inaccurate, but still recognizable, were considered
partial; an unrecognizable response, or a lack of response, was counted as incorrect. Targets could
be repeated up to three times. No reinforcement was provided for any echoic response, to prevent
the confounding of variables in subsequent probes. Reinforcers were intermittently provided to
the students, contingent on their participation, to prevent responding from extinguishing.
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Independent Variable
The independent variable was the go/no-go auditory matching procedure that we designed
using Microsoft PowerPoint®. Individual slideshows were created for all phases of the intervention; each slideshow was duplicated to produce two versions: version A or B, that remained
the same except for the order of the slides (see Appendix B for slide arrangement in both versions
of Phase 2). This allowed us to systematically randomize the nonmatching and matching trials
between sessions to prevent the student from acquiring a pattern of responding. Because there
was a total of 12 trials per session, each slideshow consisted of six SD (matching sounds) slides
and six S (nonmatching sounds) slides. Both the SD and S slides displayed a solid blue circle
(i.e., “button”) at the bottom of the screen with a white line placed above it; a black background
was used to make the circle more discriminable (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Example of a “trial” slide. Numbers would appear in the top-right corner of the screen
after the corresponding number of seconds had passed since the start of the trial. Numbers varied
across studies, depending on the prompting method.
Participants had 10 s to respond (i.e., touch the circle) before a trial slide automatically
terminated and a “break” slide would appear. The break slide remained in place until the researcher
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was ready to start the next trial. This allowed the student time to consume a reinforcer if they had
responded correctly, or, alternatively, signaled the end of a time-out if they had responded
incorrectly (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Example of a break slide. The number in the top-right corner of the screen refers to a
20 s time-out from attention; its appearance would cue the researchers that the time-out had ended.
Each PowerPoint presentation included 12 trial slides and 12 break slides, which were
arranged in an alternating fashion.
Correct Response
SD. A correct response was defined as touching any part of the blue circle within 8 s of
the beginning of a matching trial (signaled by the appearance of the number eight on the screen).
If a student responded independently within 8 s, the trial was immediately terminated and a
reinforcer was provided. The next trial began when the student finished consuming the edible
reinforcer, or after they had engaged with a tangible item for 15–20 s.
S. To respond correctly on a nonmatching trial, students had to refrain from touching
the circle until the trial slide ended. If the student did not touch the circle, researchers would
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proceed through the break slide and immediately begin the next trial. No reinforcer was provided
for correctly withholding the response, because we did not want to reinforce a nonresponse or
pair nonmatching sounds with reinforcers.
Incorrect Response
SD. An incorrect response occurred on a matching trial if the student failed to touch the
circle within 8 s. Researchers would then physically prompt the response, before proceeding
through the break slide to begin the next trial as quickly as possible (i.e., within a fraction of a
second).
S. An incorrect response occurred if the student attempted to touch the circle at any
point during a nonmatching trial. All attempts to touch the circle were immediately blocked, so
that the student was not practicing an incorrect response. The nonmatching sounds continued to
play until the trial slide ended and the break slide began. Researchers withheld attention from the
student (e.g., no eye contact or verbal statements) until the number 20 appeared on the break
slide, signaling that the time-out had ended, and the next trial could begin.

GENERAL PROCEDURE
Phases of the go/no-go auditory matching procedure were based off those in the original
AM protocol (Greer & Ross, 2008) so that the two interventions remained as similar as possible.
Doing so allowed for a more accurate comparison between the two interventions. Although
sounds and phases varied across participants, overall mastery of the intervention occurred when
students demonstrated generalized auditory matching with novel words (i.e., performed at 80%
accuracy or better on a test with novel words). Mastery criteria for all phases was 80% accuracy
across three consecutive sessions, 90% accuracy across two consecutive sessions, or 100%
accuracy for one session.
Materials
PowerPoint presentations were downloaded onto a sixth-generation iPad before each
session. Bluetooth® devices compatible with the Microsoft PowerPoint app were used to
navigate between slides. The iPad was placed 10–12 in. away from the student to allow more
time for the researchers to block an incorrect response. One researcher always sat beside the
student to provide reinforcers, block incorrect responses, and prompt, as necessary. A research
assistant was also seated behind the student to ensure that transitions between slides occurred as
quickly as possible, without distracting the participants. Guided access on the iPad was activated
before each session so that participants could not interrupt the slideshow or navigate outside of
the app by touching the home button.

12
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An informal preference assessment was conducted at the beginning of each session.
Additional assessments were conducted if the student displayed a lack of motivation at any point
during the session.
Interobserver Agreement and Treatment Integrity
Undergraduate and graduate research assistants were trained to collect interobserver
agreement (IOA) data for both the EESA probes and intervention sessions. IOA data were
collected for approximately 43% of intervention sessions and 63% of echoic probes. IOA data on
the echoic probes was 88% for Matt, 82% for Neil, 92% for Hector, and 99% for Caleb. Scores
above 80% were considered acceptable, as judgements between echoic responses were often
subjective. No IOA data was taken for Christopher, due to problem behavior, and Trevor, who
had no echoics. IOA data on intervention sessions was 100% for Matt, 99% for Neil, 98% for
Hector, 99% for Trevor, 99% for Caleb, and 96% for Christopher.
Treatment Integrity
Treatment integrity was also taken during intervention sessions and echoic probes (see
Appendix C for data sheets). If an individual score fell below 90%, feedback was provided to the
researcher. Treatment integrity data for echoic probes was 100% for Matt, Neil, Hector, and Caleb.
Treatment integrity data for intervention sessions was 100% for Matt, 100% for Neil, 100% for
Hector, 100% for Trevor, 99% for Caleb, and 99% for Christopher.
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Pilot Study: Matt
History
Matt’s VB-MAPP assessment showed a score of zero on the EESA, Listener Responding,
and Imitation sections. He did not demonstrate any echoics, although he would spontaneously
emit at least 10 different speech sounds throughout the day (a few of which were whole-word
approximations). He was able to visually attend to a book or toy for at least 30 s and could place
three objects in a container on the VP/MTS section. He did not attend to voices in the environment
or follow any vocal instructions. Although he continued working on the classroom’s physical
imitation and visual MTS programs while participating in this intervention, he did not receive
instruction in echoics or listener responding.
Setting and Materials
To reduce noise level, sessions were conducted in a playroom adjacent to the student’s
classroom. A sign was placed on the door at the start of each session requesting that anyone
using the playroom remain quiet. Within the room, a partition was placed around our work area
to eliminate potential distractions from toys and other students.
Method and Results
Echoic Probe 1. Matt’s baseline (BL) probe was conducted in a single day. We started
with Group 1 of the EESA, which included 25 words with simple and reduplicated syllables. He
correctly echoed two words and partially echoed 14 words (see Figure 3). Because he struggled
to imitate most of the targets within Group 1, we did not think it necessary to test Groups 2 or 3
(two and three-syllable combinations, respectively).
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Figure 3. Matt’s echoic responses on the EESA probes.
Phase 1. The first phase involved teaching the response in the presence of a single,
repeating sound (i.e., a matching sound). This was the only phase that did not include a S, so all
twelve trials were of the same SD (i.e., a tone). Each presentation of the tone was about a second
long and began immediately after the previous tone ended (10 presentations per 10 s trial). We
provided a physical prompt on the first trial to teach the response. Matt responded independently
on the second trial and mastered this phase in only two sessions (see Figure 4 for this phase and
subsequent phases).
Phase 2. Phase 2 included six trials of the tone from Phase 1, and six trials where no
sound played. Any attempt to touch the circle during a no-sound trial was immediately blocked; a
blocked response resulted in the termination of the trial (for this study only) and a 20 s time-out
from attention. Matt attempted to touch the button twice in session one and once in session three
during the no-sound condition; he mastered Phase 2 in three sessions.
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Figure 4. Matt’s auditory matching data. He responded with 50%, 75%, and 100% accuracy on
the three generalization tests (T1, T2, and T3, respectively), and mastered the intervention in 35
sessions.
Phase 3. Phase 3 was divided into two subphases, 3A and 3B (see Figure 4). Both
subphases included six SD trials of the tone from Phases 1 and 2, and six S trials with two
alternating sounds: a car horn and the tone from the SD. The order of the alternating sounds was
randomized across trials. The duration of the car horn was slightly shorter than that of the tone,
resulting in 11 presentations of the nonmatching sounds per trial. Subphase 3A included an
auditory prompt that was embedded within the S trials; both the tone and the car horn were,
subjectively, about a third the volume of the SD sound. This helped make the transition from
Phase 2 to Phase 3 slightly easier, given Matt’s history of withholding a response in the presence
of a no-sound trial. Because Matt only made one error in the first session of this subphase, we
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immediately moved to Subphase 3B, where the sounds were all of equal volume. He mastered
this subphase in three sessions.
Phase 4. Phase 4 was the same as Phase 3, except that the car horn replaced the tone in
the SD trials. Because we wanted the pace of the repeating horn to resemble that of the repeating
tone, only nine presentations occurred for the duration of the trial. Matt’s history of withholding
the response in the presence of the car horn was expected to cause difficulties in this phase. We
therefore included the same subphases from Phase 3 in Phase 4, where the volume of the alternating tone and car horn was much lower in Subphase 4A. He mastered Subphase 4A in four
sessions and Subphase 4B in two sessions.
Phase 5. Phase 5 combined the sounds from Phases 3 and 4. Three of the SD trials were of
the car horn and three were of the tone; the same S trials from the previous phase were included.
No auditory prompts were used because Matt had already mastered these sounds. He responded
perfectly across both sessions of Phase 5.
Phase 6. This phase was formatted in the same way as Phase 5, except that two novel
sounds (a pig “oink” and a sheep “baa”) replaced the previous ones; the pacing of the sounds
remained the same. He responded correctly on 67% of the trials in the first session and 100% of
the trials in the following two sessions.
Generalization Test 1. The first generalization test included three novel sounds to assess
whether Matt had acquired generalized auditory matching of sounds (see Appendix D for Sound
Generalization Test data sheet). He responded incorrectly on all the nonmatching trials in the
first session, indicating that the skill had not generalized.
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Echoic Probe 2. The second echoic probe was conducted across two days. All three
groups of the EESA were tested because of Matt’s performance in Group 1. Of the 85 targets, 30
were echoed correctly and 20 were partially echoed (see Figure 3).
Phase 7. This phase combined word and sound discriminations. Three of the matching
trials involved the tone, while the other three included a voice recording of the word “juice.” The
pace of the word repetitions were like that of the tone and the car (i.e., nine presentations per
trial). The nonmatching trials included alternating presentations of the tone and the spoken word
(e.g., “juice”). No auditory prompts were used, so all sounds were played at a normal volume.
Matt responded incorrectly on most of the nonmatching trials in the first three sessions, but then
mastered the phase in the following two sessions.
Phase 8. Phase 8 resembled the previous one, except that the word “book” replaced
“juice” in the matching and nonmatching trials. The matching trials included 10 repetitions of
each of the sounds. Matt responded perfectly in both sessions of this phase.
Phase 9. To teach word discriminations, matching trials varied between repetitions of the
word “juice” and the word “book;” the nonmatching trials were alternations between those two
words, at a pace of 9–10 words per trial. Matt again responded perfectly on the first two sessions.
Generalization Test 2. Now that Matt could discriminate between trials of matching and
nonmatching words, the words “chair,” “cook,” and “three” were used to test for generalized
auditory matching. The pacing of the words decreased to 5–6 repetitions per trial to allow for
more naturalistic pauses between each word. He responded correctly on 50% of the nonmatching
and 100% of the matching trials; he was one trial away from meeting mastery criteria for the
second generalization test.
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Phase 10. Phase 10 utilized the targets from the second generalization test to teach the
words “three,” “chair,” and “cook” to mastery. This process was repeated for each subsequent
generalization test until the student demonstrated generalized auditory matching. Matt mastered
this phase in three sessions.
Generalization Test 3. The words “shoes,” “cup,” and “dog” were included in the third
generalization test; the pacing remained at 5–6 word presentations per trial. Matt performed
perfectly on the first session, indicating that he had acquired generalized auditory matching of
words (see Figure 4). The intervention was terminated, and the final echoic probe was conducted.
Echoic Probe 3. All three groups of the EESA were probed across two consecutive days.
The number of correct responses remained essentially the same across the second and third probes,
with 30 in the second and 28 in the third; however, the number of partial echoics increased from
20 to 35. Unfortunately, Matt had a respiratory illness at the time of the third probe, which might
explain why the number of correct echoic responses did not increase. Nonetheless, he demonstrated an overall increase of 47 echoic responses from the baseline probe (see Figure 3).
Discussion (Matt)
Matt achieved a generalized echoic repertoire after 20 sessions, and a generalized wordmatching repertoire after 35 sessions (see Figure 4). Overall, these results were consistent with
similar studies conducted on the AM protocol. This suggests that our go/no-go procedure may be
an effective, alternative method for teaching auditory matching to students who lack the prerequisite skills for delayed MTS programs. Additionally, this study was the first to utilize auditory
prompts to teach matching discriminations. Unlike physical prompts, an auditory cue requires the
student to attend to the more relevant dimensions of the discriminative stimuli (i.e., the repetition
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of the sounds). Given that Matt was able to master difficult phases of this procedure (i.e., Phases
3 and 4) with relatively few errors, future research should explore the efficacy of this prompting
method in similar situations.
Several anecdotal observations are worth noting. First, we noticed that Matt would often
engage in superstitious behavior during the nonmatching trials. The behavior varied across phases
and appeared to be highly correlated with a correct response. Furthermore, the absence of a
superstitious behavior almost always preceded an incorrect response on a nonmatching trial. It
may be that engaging in an alternative response during the nonmatching trial was easier than not
responding at all. Future research should also explore this possibility, and whether teaching an
alternative response during the S trials, rather than a non-response, produces faster skill
acquisition.
Additionally, although we expected echoics to increase as Matt progressed through the
intervention, anecdotal data suggests that he was acquiring a verbal repertoire much earlier than
expected. After mastering Phase 2, both the researchers and classroom staff noticed a substantial
increase in the rate and variety of his vocalizations. Moreover, within two weeks of mastering this
phase, he began echoing words in the natural environment (even with the absence of reinforcement).
This increase in vocalizations was surprising, given the fact that we had only reinforced
responding in the presence of one sound (e.g., the tone). Training simple discriminations between
sound vs. no sound, and sound vs. sound, may have been all that was required for him to attend
to other sounds in the environment.
Matt’s performance on the VB-MAPP was reassessed two months after mastering this
intervention. While substantial improvements were noted across each section, arguably the most
impressive development occurred in listener responding. The graduate student responsible for his
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behavior programming reported that he could follow almost all the classroom’s simple directions,
although he never received explicit training on them. Furthermore, he required very few trials to
master the object names in his receptive identification program, which was introduced shortly
after he finished the auditory matching intervention. These findings align well with those of Du
et al. (2017) and Choi et al. (2015), which also reported an increase in participants’ listener
responding skills after they mastered the AM protocol.
Study 2: Neil
History
Neil did not demonstrate any echoics or spontaneous vocalizations on his last VB-MAPP
assessment. He could, however, match 10 identical objects on the VP/MTS portion. He could
also respond to voices in the environment by making eye contact. While partaking in this study,
Neil continued with his programming for physical imitation, simple direction following, and
receptive identification of objects; he did not receive instruction for echoics.
Setting and Materials
Sessions for Neil and subsequent participants occurred in a room near the regular classroom.
This room was sound-insulated and free of distractions. Neil received an edible reinforcer and
15–20 s of a preferred video or toy, contingent on a correct response.
Method
Procedure Modifications. The following modifications were made for this and the
remaining studies: If a student attempted to respond on a nonmatching trial, the iPad was
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removed to facilitate the discrimination between a time-out following a response on a nonmatching trial, and a failure to respond on a matching trial. Previously, the only difference
between the two consequences was the duration in which the break slide remained in place
before the next trial began (i.e., the intertrial interval).
Also, because the overall goal of the intervention was for the students to acquire auditory
matching for words in as few sessions as possible, Phase 6 (the addition of two new sounds) and
the Sound Generalization Test were eliminated, as they did not seem necessary for achieving that
goal (see Table 2 for list of intervention phases).
Table 2
Basic Training Phases of the Intervention
Phase

SD (Matching)

S(Nonmatching)

1

Tone

N/A

2

Tone

No sound

3

Tone

Tone/Beep

4

Beep

Tone/Beep

5

Tone & Beep

Tone/Beep

6

Tone & “Juice”

Tone/“Juice”

7

Tone & “Book”

Tone/“Book”

8
Generalization Test

“Juice” & “Book”
Varies

“Juice”/“Book”
Varies

Prompting. Because of Neil’s previous success with visual prompts, a visual, rather than
an auditory prompt, was used for this study. For the first two sessions, the circle operandum was
removed on the PowerPoint slides during the S trials, so that there was no opportunity for Neil
to make an incorrect response. Using a decreasing time delay, we then faded the circle back into
the S trials at 8 s, 5 s, and 2 s, across each session. If Neil attempted to touch the circle on more
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than two S trials within a session, we increased the delay in the following session; if he did not
attempt to touch the circle for at least four of the six S trials within a session, we advanced to a
shorter delay in the following session. The 2 s delay remained in place across both the SD and S
trials for the entire procedure, so he could not respond before hearing the first two sounds of the
trial. For all phases, Neil was required to meet the mastery criteria in sessions where the delay
had decreased to 2 s.
Results
Echoic Probe 1. Neil’s first echoic probe was conducted in a single day. We ended the
probe after Group 1 of the EESA, because he could echo only a few sounds and would not respond
on the more difficult targets. He correctly echoed four words and partially echoed another four
words (see Figure 5 for this and the subsequent probe).
Phase 1. In Phase 1, Neil required three physical prompts in the first session, and none in
the second (see Figure 6).
Phase 2. A visual prompt was not included in the first four sessions of this phase.
However, Neil would engage in significant problem behavior whenever we would block his
attempts to touch the circle during a no-sound trial. Therefore, we removed the circle on the
seventh session and incorporated the visual-prompting method to avoid problem behavior. He
responded correctly on 67% of the no-sound trials in session eight, where the circle appeared at
5 s, so we progressed to a 2 s delay in sessions nine and ten. No problem behavior occurred after
the visual prompt was introduced.
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Figure 5. Neil’s echoic responses on the EESA probes.
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Figure 6. Neil’s auditory matching data. The different symbols refer to the delay of the visual
prompt.
Phase 3. Session 11 in Phase 3 included a 10 s delay, so no circle was present in the
nonmatching trials with the car horn and the tone. By the end of the session, Neil would look
away from the screen immediately after hearing the horn, indicating that the sounds were now
controlling his behavior. We therefore probed session 12 at 2 s, and he responded with 100%
accuracy.
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Phase 4. Phase 4 began with a 10 s delay in session 13, which decreased to an 8 s and a 2
s delay in the following three sessions. He responded correctly across all trials at the 2 s delay.
Phase 5. We did not include a visual prompt in this phase, as Neil had previously
mastered each of the sounds. Like Matt, he completed Phase 5 within two sessions.
Echoic Probe 2. The second echoic probe was conducted in a single day and covered
Groups 1 and 2 of the EESA. Of the 55 total words, Neil correctly echoed 23 and partially echoed
25 (see Figure 5). This was an overall increase of 40 echoics from the baseline probe. We did not
probe Group 3, as the majority of his echoics in Group 2 were only partially correct.
Phase 6. Phase 6 was the same as Phase 7 in the pilot study (i.e., “juice” & tone).
Although Neil was demonstrating auditory discrimination at this point, we still included an 8 s
delay in the first session of this phase to avoid problem behavior related to errors. After observing
that he would look away from the screen when hearing a nonmatching sound, we moved to a 2 s
delay in the following session; and he performed at mastery criteria across the next three sessions.
Phase 7. Neil mastered this phase in two sessions, without the inclusion of a visual prompt.
Phase 8. Neil responded perfectly on the first session of Phase 8, indicating that he was
able to discriminate between at least one set of matching and nonmatching words. Unfortunately,
we were unable to conduct the generalization test, or the third echoic probe, due to the COVID19 pandemic.
Discussion (Neil)
Neil achieved a generalized echoic repertoire after 18 sessions of the auditory matching
intervention, and he mastered Phases 1-8 within 26 sessions (see Figure 6). However, his
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performance of 92% accuracy on the first session of Phase 7, which included one novel word,
suggests that he may have acquired some generalized word-matching.
The visual prompt used within this study reduced errors, and, as a result, eliminated
problem behavior during our sessions. Furthermore, the visual prompts appear to be just as
effective as the auditory prompts used in the pilot study. In fact, Neil mastered Phases 3 and 4,
arguably the most difficult phases of the intervention, in one less session than did Matt. Future
research should explore both methods further.
Like Matt, Neil showed a substantial increase in the rate and variety of his vocalizations
in the early phases of this procedure (i.e., Phase 4). It remains unclear why mastering nonmatching and matching discriminations for only two sounds would result in such large improvements across both participants. Future research should explore whether a similar phenomenon is
observed within the AM protocol, as well as explanations of why it occurs.
Study 3: Caleb
History
Caleb could vocalize eight whole words or phrases, with appropriate intonation and rhythm,
on his last VB-MAPP assessment; most of these words were mands for preferred reinforcers. He
did not demonstrate echoics at the time of the assessment, although he would frequently engage
in echolalia throughout the day. Additionally, many of the words and phrases that he emitted
were missing syllables (e.g., “skittles” sounded like “ski-lles”), making it difficult to understand
him. However, he was missing some of his top front teeth (permanently), which may have
contributed to these articulation issues. A week after the VB-MAPP assessment was conducted,
and before this study began, he emitted a few echoics, which were immediately reinforced by his
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technician. Soon after that, he demonstrated a generalized echoic repertoire, although articulation
was still an issue.
Caleb was able to imitate two physical actions and match 10 identical objects. He
demonstrated some listener responding skills by selecting the correct object from an array of
four, for 20 different items, when the object’s name was spoken. Additionally, he could follow
four simple directions without a visual prompt. He did not receive instruction on echoics while
participating in the intervention.
Setting and Materials
All sessions were conducted in the sound-insulated room discussed in Study 2. Caleb
received an edible reinforcer and 15–20 s of a preferred video, or toy, for a correct response.
Method
Procedure Modifications. Only Phase 4 was modified in this study (see Results of Phase
4 for further explanation).
Prompting. We did not implement a specialized prompting method for Caleb, as error
correction was all that was needed for him to acquire most skills. Consequences for a correct or
incorrect response were implemented as described in the General Methods section.
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Results
Echoic Probe 1. Caleb’s baseline probe was conducted across three days. We tested all
three groups of the EESA, as he already had a generalized echoic repertoire. While testing
Group 3, we observed a substantial amount of problem behavior, perhaps due to a combination
of difficult targets and poor articulation. Because we were unable to deliver reinforcers for
correct responses, we terminated the probe to avoid making echoics more aversive. Out of 64
targets, he correctly echoed 33 words and partially echoed 25 words (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Caleb’s echoic responses on the EESA probes.
Phase 1. Caleb immediately touched the circle on the first trial of session one, before we
had the opportunity to teach the response. He continued to respond correctly across the remaining
trials, mastering this phase in one session (see Figure 8).
Phase 2. He responded incorrectly on four of the no-sound trials in the first session of
Phase 2. However, he mastered this phase in the following two sessions.
Phase 3. Caleb only emitted one incorrect response across both sessions of this phase.
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Figure 8. Caleb’s auditory matching data. 4A refers to the subphase where the nonmatching
sounds were removed.
Phase 4. In the first four sessions of this phase, Caleb failed to respond across most of the
trials, probably because the sound of the car horn (now in both the SD and S) had signaled a
nonresponse in the previous phase. His performance increased to 75% correct across the next
two sessions. However, we did not attribute this increase to learning, as he was responding
randomly across the matching and nonmatching trials. His responding decreased to 50% in
session 12, where we also noticed a decrease in his attending to the stimuli. Therefore, two
additional subphases were included.
Subphase 4A. We removed the nonmatching trials in this subphase, so that only the SD
trials with the car horn remained. We hoped that repeating Phase 1 with the car horn, instead of
the tone, would establish the response in the presence of the horn. Caleb responded below 50%
on the first four sessions of this subphase and attending remained low; additional reinforcers
were therefore included at session 17. He could now earn an edible, a phone video, and the toy
trains for each correct response; and we also increased the amount of praise he received. He
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responded correctly on 100% of the trials after implementing this change, so we returned to
Phase 4.
Return to Phase 4. Caleb responded incorrectly on three of the nonmatching trials and
one of the matching trials in session 18. His performance increased to 83% accuracy in session
19, and he mastered this phase in the following session. It remains unclear whether mastery of
Phase 4 was due to the previous subphase, a change in reinforcers, or a combination of both.
Phase 5. He responded with 100% accuracy on the first session of Phase 5.
Echoic Probe 2. The second echoic probe was conducted across three days and covered
all three groups of the EESA. Unlike the first probe, no problem behavior occurred, so we tested
all 85 targets (compared to 64 in the first probe). Caleb correctly echoed 49 words and partially
echoed 24 words, for an overall increase of 15 words (see Figure 7). Additionally, taking into
account only the first 64 targets across both of the probes, his correct echoics still increased by
15, while his partial echoics decreased by 13—a strong indication that his articulation had
improved.
Phase 6. He performed at or above 83% accuracy across all three sessions of Phase 6.
Phase 7. He mastered Phase 7 in a single session.
Phase 8. Caleb responded at 83% and 92% accuracy on the first two sessions of Phase 8.
Unfortunately, we were unable to continue with the rest of this phase, along with the generalization
test and third echoic probe, because of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Discussion (Caleb)
Caleb already had a generalized echoic repertoire before starting this intervention.
However, his pronunciation made him difficult to understand; and we encountered high levels of
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problem behavior whenever we attempted to work on his articulation using echoics. The present
intervention allowed us to continue working on his speech with a procedure that generated
essentially no problem behavior. Although we were unable to conduct the third echoic probe,
Caleb’s number of correct echoics increased by 16 words, and his number of partial echoics
decreased by one. This suggests that our go/no-go auditory matching intervention, like the AM
protocol, may improve students’ articulation (Brown, 2005; Du et al., 2017).
In keeping with his relatively advanced listener skills demonstrated in the VB-MAPP
assessment, Caleb performed the best across the procedure (apart from Phase 4, which may have
been due to a motivational issue). In fact, during Phase 3cof this study, he would stomp his feet
according to the rhythm of the S, but not the SD. This supplemental behavior may have helped
him master this difficult phase in only two sessions. Future research should explore whether
similar behaviors can be used to help students discriminate between complex auditory stimuli.
Study 4: Trevor
History
On his last VB-MAPP assessment, Trevor could spontaneously emit at least five different
speech sounds; these sounds were not functional, however, but merely vocal stereotypy that
occurred throughout the day. He could not imitate any sounds or words. This assessment also
showed that he had no imitation skills, although he had acquired generalized physical imitation
by the time of this study. Additionally, his VP/MTS score indicated that he could match 5 identical
objects, though at the time of this intervention, he was matching 10 objects, 10 pictures, and 10
objects-to-pictures. Overall, he had excellent visual attending skills, but very poor auditory
discrimination. He could not follow vocal instructions, and often relied on visual cues to
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compensate for this weakness. For example, when working on the directions “arms up” and “clap
hands,” he initially appeared to have acquired these targets. However, we eventually realized that
he was attending to the shape of the technician’s mouth, rather than the vocal instruction. After
continuing to work on these targets for several months, and requiring the technician to wear a
face mask, he still could not follow those two directions.
During this study, Trevor was receiving instruction in facial imitation for the sounds
“mmm,” “oh,” “puh,” and “duh.” Although this created a confounding variable for the present
intervention, it was decided that it was best to continue with that training.
Settings and Materials
For Phases 1 through 5, sessions were conducted in the playroom that was used in the
pilot study. However, during Phase 6, we moved to the sound-insulated room discussed in Study
2. Trevor received an edible, along with 15–20 s of a preferred video, for each correct response.
Method
Procedure Modifications. No modifications were made to the procedure, outside of those
that were required for the prompting method.
Prompting Method. After fourteen sessions in Phase 2, Trevor was still responding across
both the SD and S trials almost 100% of the time. Additionally, he would engage in problem
behavior whenever we attempted to block the response on a no-sound trial. We therefore implemented a within-session, most-to-least prompting method, because of his previous success with
physical prompting in other procedures. The duration of the SD and S trials were also shortened
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to 5 s instead of 10 s, to reduce the aversiveness of having to engage in a nonresponse over a
longer period.
We began by gently placing Trevor’s hands in a folded position (i.e., a “quiet hands”
position) before every trial. We then hovered our hands above his own for 2 s on the SD trials
(allowing him to hear the first two sounds before responding) and 5 s on the S trials. If he
remained in the quiet hands position for the entire duration of the S trial, we considered this a
correct response; any attempt to touch the circle during the S trial was treated as an incorrect
response. To fade the prompt, we removed our hands at 4 s, 3 s, and 2 s, until he was allowed 3 s
to respond across all trials. The numbers 2, 3, 4, and 5 would appear in the top-right corner of the
screen, across both the SD and the S trials, as a cue for the researcher to remove their hands. If
Trevor responded correctly across two consecutive S trials, we decreased the duration of our
prompt by one second. If he responded incorrectly across two consecutive S trials, we increased
our prompt by one second, or kept it at 5 s if he was already at that level. Mastery criteria needed
to be met at 2 s for all phases of the procedure.
Results
Echoic Probe 1. We only probed the first column in Group 1 of the EESA, as we had
previously worked on echoics, but had not yet observed a vocal response. Trevor would often
scroll through previously mastered responses when an echoic target was delivered. He did not
attempt to echo any words in the baseline probe (see Figure 9).
Phase 1. Trevor required eight prompts to touch the circle in the first session, responding
independently only 33% of the time. He mastered this phase in the following two sessions,
however (see Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Trevor’s auditory matching data. The most-to-least prompting method was introduced
in Phase 2A and continued for the remaining phases. The black triangle symbols refer to the
removal of the physical prompt on a S trial. Greater disparities between the circle and triangle
symbols indicate better performance; to perform at mastery criteria for any given session, the
black triangle symbols needed to be fall below three responses, and the circle symbols needed to
remain above three responses. (The format of this figure differs from that of the other
comparable figures because of the use of most-to-least prompting.)
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Phases 2 and 2A. As stated in the methods section of this study, Trevor never responded
above 58% accuracy in Phase 2. Therefore, we proceeded to Phase 2A at session 18, which
introduced the most-to-least prompting. After eight sessions in this phase, he responded with
92% accuracy at 2 s, but then performed at 75% accuracy in the following two sessions. He
mastered Phase 2A in 15 sessions.
Phase 3. Phase 3 took the longest for Trevor to complete. Except for one session, the
prompting level never fell below 4 s until session 57, and then took an additional eight sessions
for him to master this phase.
Phase 4. He mastered Phase 4 in only 8 sessions, in contrast to Phase 3 which required
31 sessions.
Phase 5. Trevor was the first participant to spend more than two sessions in Phase 5,
which was a combination of the two previous phases. It took 18 sessions for him to reach
mastery criterion.
Echoic Probe 2. During the last sessions of Phase 3, one of the behavior technicians
working with Trevor reported that he echoed the words “ah” and “buh.” When we probed
through the targets of Group 1 in the second EESA probe, he correctly echoed the word “ah”
again (see Figure 9).
Phase 6. The second part of this intervention required, on average, fewer trials to
mastery. He completed Phase 6 in eight sessions.
Phase 7. Based on Trevor’s performance in the previous phase, we removed the most-toleast prompting in Phase 7; he responded incorrectly only once across the two sessions.
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Phase 8. We continued without the prompts again for Phase 8. He responded incorrectly
on three of the nonmatching trials in the first session, but then mastered this phase in the following three sessions.
Generalization Test 1. The first generalization test consisted of two novel words, “cup”
and “dog.” Although we originally included three words in the pilot study generalization tests,
the addition of the third word may have increased the difficulty of those tests. Trevor touched the
circle across all twelve trials of the test, indicating that he had not yet acquired generalized
auditory matching for words.
Phase 9. Like the pilot study, Phase 9 simply involved teaching the words “cup” and
“dog” to mastery. Because Trevor performed at 50% accuracy on the generalization test, we
reinstated the most-to-least prompting. He mastered this phase in seven sessions.
Generalization Test 2. The second generalization test included the words “three” and
“chair.” Trevor responded incorrectly on only one of the matching trials, meeting the mastery
criterion with 92% correct.
Echoic Probe 3. Aside from the words “ah” and “buh,” we did not observe any further
increase in echoics across the remaining phases. Therefore, we again stopped the probe after
Group 1 of the EESA. Trevor’s performance maintained with one correct echoic for the word
“ah” (see Figure 9).
Discussion (Trevor)
Although Trevor did not achieve a generalized echoic repertoire, he did acquire four
echoic sounds. Two of those echoics, “ah” and “buh,” were demonstrated before he had begun
his facial imitation training. Additionally, they occurred in the early phases of the auditory
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matching intervention (between Phases 2 and 4), like the previous three studies. This may have
contributed to his performance in his other procedure, where he also acquired the sounds “mmm”
and “oh.”
Trevor acquired a generalized word-matching repertoire in 113 sessions, spending a
significantly longer amount of time in the intervention than the previous participants. This may
be due to his poor auditory discrimination skills discussed at the beginning of this study. Yet
despite the length of time that it took for him to complete the intervention, he still acquired the
ability to discriminate sounds and words. Hopefully, this will advance his progress in future
listener responding programs, as he began responding to his name towards the end of this
intervention.
This fourth study offered an alternative prompting method to Studies 1 and 2, although it
remains unclear as to which is most effective. Physical prompting, along with visual prompts,
may be the more appropriate option for students like Neil and Trevor, who have trouble
inhibiting a response on the S trials. However, we also noticed that Trevor, like Matt, would
engage in superstitious behavior upon hearing a nonmatching sound. This again appeared to be
correlated with the inhibition of an incorrect response, though the superstitious behavior did not
occur as reliably as it did with Matt. Why superstitious behavior improves students’ performance
remains unclear.
Study 5: Christopher
History
Christopher received a score of 1.5 on the echoics section of the VB-MAPP; he correctly
echoed the word “ah” and partially echoed the word “wow.” He could also spontaneously emit at
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least 10 different speech sounds, some of which were whole-word approximations. His strengths
included physical imitation and VP/MTS, as he could imitate novel actions and could match 15
identical objects or pictures in a disordered array of eight. However, one of his key weaknesses
was listener responding. He could not follow vocal directions or receptively identify objects; two
graduate students within the classroom had previously attempted to teach these skills, without
success. Christopher could reliably respond to his name and attend to a speaker’s voice, however.
He did not receive instruction in echoics while participating in this intervention.
Setting and Materials
Sessions with Christopher occurred in the hallway outside of his general classroom.
Given that his preferred reinforcers were in this location, conducting sessions within the same
area was much easier for the researchers. He was provided with an edible reinforcer and a 1 min
break after each correct response, where he would engage in various activities, such as riding a
bike or playing tag.
In Phases 4 and 5 of this procedure, we used a 2nd Generation Amazon Echo speaker to
increase the volume of the sounds.
Method
Procedure Modifications. Initially, no procedure modifications were implemented for this
study. However, we made several changes in Phase 4 to troubleshoot Christopher’s lack of
progress (see Figure 11). These changes included reinforcing compliance with blocked responses
and the addition of a speaker in Phase 4 (see Phases 3 and 4 in Results section for further
explanation).
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Prompting. On session 53, we implemented the visual-prompting method that was used
in Study 2 (see Figure 11). This method was eventually removed in the next phase, as it was not
effective for Christopher.
Results
Echoic Probe 1. Christopher’s baseline echoic probe was conducted in a single day. Due
to high levels of problem behavior while testing Group 1, we terminated the probe after five
targets. He correctly echoed one word, “ah”.
Phase 1. Christopher only required one initial prompt during the first session of Phase 1
(see Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Christopher’s auditory matching data. The different symbols refer to modifications in
the intervention to help him progress through Phase 4.
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Phase 2. Christopher responded with 75% accuracy across the first two sessions of
Phase 2, incorrectly touching the circle on three of the no-sound trials. His performance
improved by one response in the following three sessions, however, and he mastered the phase
with 83% accuracy.
Phase 3. On the first three sessions of Phase 3, Christopher performed with 58%
accuracy, responding across most of the nonmatching sounds. His percentage increased to 92%
in the following session, and he completed this phase in six sessions.
Phase 4. Although he achieved a 92% on the second session of Phase 4, Christopher’s
performance dropped to 58% in the third session; then his responding fluctuated between 58%
and 83% over the next ten sessions. Most of the incorrect responses within this phase occurred in
the presence of the nonmatching sounds. After 13 sessions with no progress, we returned to
Phase 3 to reteach the nonresponse in the presence of nonmatching sounds.
Return to Phase 3. Christopher mastered this phase again, after seven sessions.
Return to Phase 4, with modifications. Upon returning to Phase 4, Christopher responded
correctly on only three of the trials in the first session. We also encountered problem behavior
whenever we attempted to block an incorrect response—presumably because blocking the
response had become paired with a 20 s time-out at the end of the trial. To avoid future problem
behavior and increase compliance with the response block, we only delivered a time-out when he
touched the circle in the presence of the S. However, if he complied with the response block
that we provided and did not touch the circle, we continued to the next trial with no time-out. But
we still recorded this as an incorrect response on the data sheet.
After eleven sessions with no progress, we implemented the visual-prompting method
used with Neil, as both students struggled with inhibiting a response in the presence of the
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nonmatching sounds. Unfortunately, even with these modifications, Christopher was still not
making progress after an additional 15 sessions. We implemented one additional change by
linking an Amazon speaker to the iPad to increase the volume of the sounds (see session 60 in
Figure 12). He responded with 83% accuracy on the first session with the speaker, and 100%
accuracy on the next session. Upon completing that session, Christopher also said “bye” to us
when he returned to the classroom. This was the first vocalization that we had heard since
beginning the intervention.
Phase 5. We removed the visual prompts in Phase 5, as they did not improve responding
in Phase 4. In the last two sessions of this phase, he performed at 83% and 92% accuracy.
Unfortunately, he did not have the opportunity to master Phase 5 and continue with the
intervention because of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Discussion (Christopher)
Although we were not able to conduct a second echoic probe, we anecdotally observed an
increase in echoics since Christopher’s vocalizations in the last session of Phase 4 (where he said
“bye” for the first time). And anecdotally, after that, he would echo an average of 5–10 words
across most sessions of Phase 5. While we did not provide tangible or edible reinforcers for these
vocalizations, we did deliver social praise and attention. Although this could have compromised
the internal validity of the study (had we finished it), it was considered more important to prioritize
a functional vocal repertoire. Moreover, much of Christopher’s problem behavior was reportedly
maintained by adult attention; as many of his echoics within our sessions were heavily praised,
this provided an alternative way for him to obtain that attention.
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Like Caleb, Christopher experienced difficulties in Phase 4. This phase was arguably the
most difficult of the intervention, possibly because it was the first to require a conditional
discrimination from the student. Although the tone appears in both the SD and S trials in Phase
3, students need only attend to the car horn in the S to correctly withhold the response. This
may have been the case for Caleb and Christopher, both of whom acquired the simple discrimination between the tone (making a response) and the car horn (withholding a response) with
relatively few issues. However, Phase 4 required them to make a conditional discrimination
based on whether the sound was repeated, rather than the sound itself. Combining this with their
history of withholding a response in the presence of the horn made this even more difficult.
Although both students eventually mastered this phase, future replications should examine
different ways to troubleshoot Phase 4 when students experience difficulties.
Across the three different variables added to Phase 4 (i.e., reinforcing blocking,
incorporating a visual prompt, and using a speaker), the addition of the speaker produced the
most rapid improvement in performance. Therefore, future replications might use a speaker to
make the sounds more salient.
Study 6: Hector
History
Hector had received a zero on the echoic portion of his VB-MAPP assessment. However,
he could spontaneously emit at least 5 different speech sounds and would attend to voices by
making eye contact with the speaker. Additionally, he could imitate 15 different motor movements
and matched at least 25 non-identical objects or pictures in a disordered array of 10. Like Trevor,
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he demonstrated very strong visual skills, but experienced difficulties with listener responding.
He did not respond to his name or follow any vocal instructions.
Hector was also working on facial imitation with echoics at the time of this intervention.
Given that this program was developed by his Speech-Language Pathologist, we decided to
continue with the programming, despite the confounding variable. Our hope was that at least one
of the interventions, if not both, would increase his echoics.
Setting and Materials
Like Trevor, sessions for Hector were originally conducted in the playroom, but were
moved to the sound-insulated room during Phase 3A. Hector received an edible reinforcer, along
with 15–20 s of a preferred video, for a correct response.
Method
Procedure Modifications. Procedure modifications were made in Phase 3 of this study
(see Subphases 3A and 3B in Results section).
Prompting. The auditory prompting method of the pilot study was briefly introduced at
the beginning of Phase 3, and then later removed within that same phase.
Results
Echoic Probe 1. Hector’s baseline probe was conducted in a single day. We did not probe
Groups 2 or 3 because he correctly echoed one word, and partially echoed eleven words in Group 1.
Phase 1. Hector failed to respond on four of the trials in the first session of Phase 1. He
mastered the phase in the following two sessions (see Figure 12).
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Phase 2. Hector responded across all of the no-sound and sound trials in the first two
sessions. His performance increased to 92% accuracy in the following session, though it
decreased again in sessions five and six. After a total of 11 sessions, he mastered Phase 2 with
83% accuracy across three consecutive sessions.
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Figure 12. Hector’s auditory matching data. The square symbol refers to the session where the
auditory prompts were removed in Phase 3.
Phase 3. For Phase 3, we introduced the auditory prompts that were previously used in
the pilot study. The first seven sessions included nonmatching sounds that were about a third of
the volume of the tone. However, after noticing a lack of attending across most of the trials, we
removed the auditory prompt in session 22 (see Figure 12). Responding maintained at the same
level, even after the increase in volume. After 24 sessions without improvement and intermittent
responding in presence of the SD, we returned to Phase 2.
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Return to Phase 2. Responding immediately increased after returning to Phase 2, except
for session 40, where he responded correctly on only 42% of the trials. This decrease was
attributed to a lack of attending, as his performance increased considerably in the following session.
Within four sessions, Hector had mastered Phase 2 again; therefore, we returned to Phase 3.
Return to Phase 3. Hector responded on all of the trials, both the SD as well as the S, for
four consecutive sessions. Assuming the tone, not the horn, was controlling his response in the
nonmatching trials, we included an additional subphase without the tone in the S.
Subphase 3A. This subphase continued with the tone for the matching trials, while the
sound of the car horn and the sound of a train alternated in the nonmatching trials. Everything
but the nonmatching sounds remained the same as Phase 3. Hector mastered this subphase in
three sessions.
Subphase 3B. This subphase replaced the car horn with the tone in the nonmatching trials,
so that the S consisted of the alternating tone/train sound. The tone continued as the matching
sound. He again mastered this subphase in three sessions. Unfortunately, we could not continue
with this intervention due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Discussion (Hector)
Of the six participants, Hector and Trevor struggled the most with Phase 3; they were
also the two students with the weakest auditory discrimination skills. Given that we did not
observe a significant increase in Hector’s—or Trevor’s—vocalizations, auditory matching may
not be an effective intervention for students with similar skill levels, at least regarding echoics.
However, had we continued with the intervention, Hector’s echoics might have increased after
completing Phases 4 and 5. It is worth noting that both students relied heavily on visual cues
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within their environment to perform daily tasks; concentrating heavily on visual cues may make
it less likely that the student will attend to auditory cues. But while this may not be an effective
intervention for echoics, auditory matching could still be used to help students acquire simple
and conditional auditory discriminations. One benefit to this intervention is that it removes visual
cues from the environment and allows the practitioner more control over the volume and consistency of the sounds being trained. Additionally, the subphases in Phase 3 helped Hector acquire
simple discriminations between two different sounds. Future research should explore ways to
utilize the auditory matching procedure to help train basic and conditional sound discriminations
for learners who struggle in this area.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Preliminary results suggest that the go/no-go procedure is an effective method for
teaching auditory matching, as well as improving echoic responses. Two students achieved a
generalized echoic repertoire, one improved his articulation, and two additional students
acquired at least some vocal imitation skills. However, it is difficult to compare our intervention
with the AM protocol (Greer & Ross, 2008), given that we altered the variety and frequency of
sound presentations within each phase, in addition to using a different word list to probe echoic
responses. Future replications should explore a more direct comparison between the two methods,
along with identifying prerequisite skills that may be needed for either intervention to be
successful.
While we anticipated that echoics would increase as students progressed through the
phases, we did not expect this to occur as early as it did for the participants. By Phase 5, and
sometimes as early as Phase 3, there was an increase in echoics for five of the six children; and
the one child whose echoics did not increase had only completed Phase 3 when the intervention
ended. Although previous research on the AM protocol also reported an increase in echoics after
training sound/word discriminations (Du et al., 2017), our intervention had only trained one
matching discrimination by the time this occurred. It is somewhat encouraging that we observed
functional improvements early in the procedure, especially for students like Christopher, who
was unable to proceed to the word-training phases. Though it remains unclear why mastering one
or two matching sounds would generalize to echoics, it nevertheless provides social validity for
students who spend more time in the initial phases.
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Across the six studies, there appears to be a negative relationship between the average
number of sessions needed in each phase, and the number of echoics each student gained across
the first two EESA probes (see Table 3). While this does not take into account different
prompting methods or the early termination of the intervention in three of the studies, there does
appear to be a noticeable difference between the students who spent an average of four sessions
in each phase, and those who spent 14–17 sessions in a phase. Both Neil and Matt required the
fewest number of sessions per phase, and both experienced the most substantial increase in their
echoics. Christopher, Hector, and Trevor, on the other hand, required more than 13 sessions
within each phase, and only reported an increase of one echoic, in Trevor’s case (though it is
difficult to estimate Christopher’s increase, as we were unable to conduct the second EESA
probe). Future replications should explore whether students like Neil, Matt, and Caleb have the
prerequisite abilities that facilitate quicker mastery of auditory matching and greater improvements
to their echoic repertoires, as a result.
Table 3
Comparison of Average Sessions per Phase and Number of Echoics Gained

Avg. sessions per phase

Neil

Matt

Caleb

Trevor

Christopher

Hector

3

3.25*

3.5

13.88

14

17.333

13

1

N/A

N/A

Echoics Gained
40
34
across 1st and 2nd probe
*Does not include Phase Six of the Pilot Study

Several noteworthy observations occurred that future replications should explore. First,
Trevor, Neil, Christopher, and Hector all had difficulty inhibiting the response on the S trials,
even to the point that blocking a response often resulted in problem behavior (or ignoring the block
altogether). With Christopher, there was, anecdotally, a 3–6 s difference in latency between the
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matching and nonmatching responses of touching the circle (the latter being the slower); this
suggests that he was discriminating between the SD and S trials, but perhaps had difficulty
inhibiting the response in the S. Serna et al. (1997) reported that one complication with the
go/no-go method is that it “may introduce a response bias, typically towards ‘going’” (p. 358).
On the other hand, engaging in an alternative behavior, rather than a non-behavior, appeared to
improve responding during the S  trials; and both Matt and Trevor engaged in superstitious
behaviors that almost always resulted in their abstaining from a response during the S . With
Caleb, tapping his feet to the S  sounds also appeared to be correlated with abstaining from
responding. Future replications, therefore, should explore teaching an alternative response for
the S.
Another area to explore is prompting methods and procedure modifications that can help
students achieve success in the early phases of auditory matching. For example, the auditory
prompts used in the pilot study worked well for Matt on Phases 3 and 4, though they were not
effective for Hector; and the visual prompts that were effective for Neil in Study 2 were not
helpful for Christopher in Study 4. As auditory prompts have rarely been utilized in other
listener programs (perhaps because of the difficulty with keeping the sounds/words consistent
across sessions), future studies should explore the use of technology to control and manipulate
the presentation of those sounds. However, methods outside of prompting can also be used to
facilitate progress on difficult phases; procedure modifications, such as those used with Hector,
were effective in troubleshooting performance. One suggestion might be to utilize three sounds
in either Phase 3 or Phase 4, as we did with Hector, so that the sound in the SD does not also
appear in the S. The SD can be reintroduced later to the S, as it was with Hector, or it could be
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systematically faded into the S along some other dimension. The go/no-go auditory matching
procedure offers many opportunities for future research.
Summary
The go/no-go procedure was found to be an effective method for teaching auditory
matching, as well as inducing echoics and improving articulation in preschool children with
language delays. Future research should compare the efficacy of this method to the AM protocol,
to determine which will have the most significant impact for children with varying prerequisite
abilities. Additionally, future research could examine the predictive value of an auditory
matching task on future auditory discrimination skills.
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